Types of exclusive promotions with code validation requirement

You can use the Easypromos Redeem Codes app in a variety of different ways, depending on the code validation type and dynamics that suit you best.

1. Final prize draw among all registered participants
   Users register and validate their codes to participate. You can incentivize purchases by giving extra entries in the final draw for each validated code.

2. Final prize draw - double validation (introduce code and upload purchase ticket)
   Users register and validate their codes to participate, but they must also take a photo of their purchase ticket and upload it to the app.

3. Winning codes.
   Users register and instantly find out if they’ve won. Users find out on the final page whether their code had an assigned prize.

4. Instant win prizes.
   Users register and try their luck immediately. If there is a prize assigned to the time of registration, the user takes it automatically and finds out on the final page.

5. Spin the Wheel prizes.
   Users register and spin the prize wheel for their chance to win. Prizes are distributed by probabilities.

6. Prize for accumulating validated codes.
   Users register and validate codes until they have the required number of validated codes. Once the user validates the required number of codes they automatically get a prize.